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Abstract

Heat transfer analysis on a newly proposed cryogenic cooling system is performed for HTS transformers to be operated at 63–66

K. In the proposed system, HTS pancake windings are immersed in a liquid nitrogen bath where the liquid is cooled simply by colder

copper sheets vertically extended from the coldhead of a cryocooler. Liquid nitrogen in the gap between the windings and the copper

sheets develops a circulating flow by buoyancy force in subcooled state. The heat transfer coefficient for natural convection is es-

timated from the existing engineering correlations, and then the axial temperature distributions are calculated analytically and

numerically with taking into account the distributed AC loss in the windings and the thermal radiation on the walls of liquid-vessel.

The calculation results show that the warm end of the HTS windings can be maintained at only 2–3 K above the freezing tem-

perature of nitrogen, with acceptable values for the height of HTS windings and the thickness of copper sheets. It is concluded that

the cooling by natural convection of subcooled liquid nitrogen can be an excellent option for compactness, efficiency, and reliability

of HTS transformers.

� 2003 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

HTS transformers have a variety of potential ad-

vantages over conventional units in compactness, effi-

ciency, fire safety, and over-load operation. One of the

key techniques to realize these advantages in practice is

the cryogenic design, as the cooling system of HTS
windings determines to a large extent the size, the

weight, the power consumption, and even the reliability

of the entire transformer unit. After the initial efforts to

successfully demonstrate the feasibility of HTS trans-

formers [1], a few different configurations of cryogenic

system have been designed and tested worldwide for the

past several years.

Japanese group led by Kyushu University [2,3] con-
tained the HTS windings in a main GFRP cryostat filled

with subcooled liquid nitrogen at around 65 K, and lo-
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cated an iron core through room-temperature bore of the

cryostat. The subcooled liquid is continuously chilled by

two sets of GM cryocoolers in a secondary cryostat and

circulated through transfer lines to the main cryostat by

a pump, as shown in Fig. 1(a). The US team under the

Department of Energy SPI (Superconductivity Partner-

ship Initiative) agreement [4] has pursued a completely
different cooling design. In order to avoid the expensive

composite cryostat, they placed both the windings and

the iron core in vacuum tank. The HTS windings were

maintained at around 30 K by the circulation of helium

gas chilled by a GM cryocooler, and the radiation shields

were cooled at 77 K by liquid nitrogen and another

cryocooler. Fig. 1(b) illustrates a simplified schematic of

their cooling module. Siemens in Germany [5] has de-
veloped the HTS transformers for railway applications.

As geometric constraint and compactness are more sig-

nificant than efficiency in the on-board transformers, the

whole core-and-coil assembly was cooled at around 67 K

with subcooled liquid nitrogen. A huge capacity of

Stirling cooler was employed for a laboratory test to

supply the subcooled liquid through transfer tubes, as

shown in Fig. 1(c).
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Nomenclature

A axial cross-sectional area [m2]

F radiation shape factor

g gravitational acceleration [m/s2]

H height of HTS pancake windings [m]

h convective heat transfer coefficient [W/m2 K]
hc contact heat transfer coefficient [W/m2 K]

k thermal conductivity [W/mK]

L horizontal distance between vertical surfaces

[m]

Nu Nusselt number, h � L=k
P perimeter of convection heat transfer [m]

Qac AC loss in HTS windings [W]

Q0
r thermal radiation per unit axial length [W/m]

Ra Rayleigh number, gb � DT � L3=ðm � aÞ
T temperature [K]

z axial distance from bottom of HTS winding

[m]

Greek letters

a thermal diffusivity [m2/s]

b thermal expansion coefficient [1/K]

dC thickness of copper sheet [mm]

e emissivity of surface

m kinematic viscosity [m2/s]

r Stefan–Boltzmann constant [W/m2K4]

Subscripts

C copper sheet

G GFRP wall of liquid-nitrogen vessel

H HTS pancake winding

R room-temperature wall
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A Korea–USA collaborative research involving the

cryogenics for HTS transformers is underway at the

National High Magnetic Field Laboratory. The objec-

tive of this project is the design of cryogenic cooling
systems for the recently started HTS transformer pro-

grams in both countries. In Korea, the CAST (Center

for Applied Superconductivity Technology) launched a

10-year project at Korea Polytechnic University (KPU)

[6] as a part of the 21st Century Frontier R&D Program.

In the US, the CAPS (Center for Advanced Power

Systems) initiated another HTS transformer project [7]

as a part of the ONR (Office of Naval Research) All-
Electric Ship Program. As a beginning step, we have

presented a thermodynamic optimization of the oper-

ating temperature, aiming simultaneously at compact-

ness and efficiency of HTS transformers [8,9]. In

accordance with the results of the preliminary study, we

try to explore a continuous cryocooling system at 63–66

K, which will be applied to the prototype of 1 MVA

single-phase transformer at KPU. Some of the given
parameters for the KPU transformer are listed in Table

1. The main purpose of this paper is to propose a new

cryogenic design for the specific HTS transformer and

then evaluate its thermal characteristics by performing a

relevant heat transfer analysis.

Fig. 2 is a schematic representation of our proposed

cooling system. The HTS pancake windings are im-

mersed in a liquid nitrogen bath where the liquid is
cooled simply by cold copper sheets vertically extended

from the coldhead of a closed-cycle cryocooler located

above. Liquid nitrogen in the gap between the windings

and the copper sheets will develop a circulating flow by

buoyancy force in subcooled state close to the normal

freezing point as indicated on a phase diagram in Fig. 3.

Nitrogen functions as a heat transfer medium and an
electrical insulating fluid at the same time. Since no

circulating pump or transfer line is necessary, the pro-

posed cooling by natural convection has great advan-

tages in all aspects of compactness, efficiency, and
reliability, over the forced-flow cooling of the previous

systems [2–5]. On the other hand, the heat transfer co-

efficient in natural convection is generally much smaller

than in forced convection, which may cause an exces-

sively high temperature of the HTS windings or diminish

the essential merits of the low- temperature operation

below 77 K. Thus, the heat transfer analysis to accu-

rately predict the temperature distribution in the cooling
system is crucial in confirming the feasibility of our

proposed design.
2. Natural convection in vertical cavity

As the radial gap filled with liquid is much smaller

than the radius of the windings in the cooling system, we
may well consider the problem as natural convection in

a rectangular cavity, where a vertical wall is heated and

the other vertical wall is cooled. A number of experi-

mental and theoretical studies have been performed on

this subject, suggesting useful correlations in a standard

form [10,11],

Nu ¼ h � L
k

¼ f Ra;
m
a
;
H
L

� �
ð1Þ

where Nu is the Nusselt number composed of the heat
transfer coefficient, h, the thermal conductivity of fluid,
k, and the horizontal distance between the vertical sur-
faces, L, and the Rayleigh number is defined as



Fig. 1. Schematic configurations of HTS cooling systems by forced

convection: (a) LN2 subcooling with room-temperature core (Kyushu

University, Japan), (b) helium gas cooling with core in vacuum (DOE

SPI, USA) and (c) LN2 subcooling for core-and-coil assembly (Sie-

mens, Germany).

Table 1

Given parameters of 1 MVA transformer

Rating Capacity, phase,

frequency

1 MVA, 1/, 60 Hz

Voltage 22.9 kV/6.6 kV

Current 44 A/152 A

Windings Conductor Bi-2223/Ag Tape

(4.1· 0.3 mm2)
Winding type Double pancake

(GFRP Bobbin)

Number of turns 888/256

Tape length 1248/1454 m

Number of pancakes 8/4

Outer/inner diameter 440/520 mm

Height 450 mm

Core Material Silicon steel

Diameter 270 mm

Maximum field 1.7 T

Fig. 2. Proposed design of cryogenic cooling system by natural con-

vection of subcooled liquid nitrogen for Korean HTS transformer.
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Ra ¼ gb � DT � L3
m � a ð2Þ

In Eq. (1), m=a is the ratio of kinematic viscosity to
thermal diffusivity (Prandtl number) of fluid, and H=L is
the aspect (height-to-length) ratio of the rectangular

cavity. Fig. 4 is the plot of Nu as a function of Ra with
various values of H=L, for liquid nitrogen at around 65
K. The Nusselt number increases as the Rayleigh

number increases, because Ra is proportional to the
ratio of the buoyancy to the viscous force, and the cel-

lular flow near the walls becomes intensified (or even

turbulent) at large values of Ra. On the other hand, the
Nusselt number decreases as the aspect ratio increases,

because the heat transfer on the heated wall is active at

the bottom part and becomes less active along the as-

cending flow as the boundary layer grows, and the op-

posite is true on the cooled wall. For an infinitely large



Fig. 3. Designed range of subcooled liquid on phase diagram of ni-

trogen.

Fig. 5. Illustration of temperature along streamlines of natural con-

vection: (a) surface temperatures uniform on vertical walls and

(b) surface temperatures decreasing upwards on vertical walls.

Fig. 4. Nusselt number for natural convection in vertical cavity.
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aspect ratio, the velocity and temperature profiles are

fully developed and the Nusselt number has its lower

limit of Nu ¼ 1.
The description in the previous paragraph is adequate

in case that the surface temperature of each vertical wall

is uniform. As the cryocooler is located above the

windings in our proposed design, the main direction of

heat flow is upward or the temperature should be lower
at the top than at the bottom for all solid bodies in-

cluding the HTS windings, the copper sheets, and the

lower part of liquid-vessel walls. The natural convection

between the vertical walls whose surface temperature

decreases upwards could show a different behavior, as

illustrated in Fig. 5. In case (a) that the vertical wall

temperatures are uniform, a cellular flow could be

formed in the cavity, as the ascending fluid is heated and
the descending fluid is cooled along the streamline of

flow. In case (b), however, that the vertical wall tem-

peratures decrease upwards, the ascending fluid near the

heating wall becomes warmer than the surface and the

descending fluid near the cooling wall becomes cooler
than the surface the temperature, which may make the

cellular flow vertically segregated. The number of cells

may vary mainly by the temperature difference between

the two surfaces and the vertical temperature gradient,

but the flow must be multi-cellular if the bottom tem-

perature of the cooled wall is higher than the top tem-

perature of the heated temperature. The possibility of
various flow patterns depending upon the thermal

boundary conditions has been reported earlier [12,13].

An exact prediction of the heat transfer coefficient,

therefore, does not seem to be easy in this specific situ-

ation. However, we would take one of the simplest

empirical correlations [10,11]

Nu ¼ 0:046 � Ra1=3 ð3Þ
which is valid for 1066Ra6 109 and 1 < H=L < 40. As
plotted in Fig. 4, the Nusselt number from Eq. (3) may

yield a slightly larger value than the other data, when

H=L > 25 and RaP 106. We expect that Eq. (3) should
provide a good estimate in our problem (even for

H=L > 40), because at least two segregated cells must be
generated as discussed later and the effective aspect ratio
is smaller than the actual H=L. It may be noted in Eq.
(3) that the heat transfer coefficient, h, is independent of
the horizontal distance between the walls, L, since Ra is
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proportional to L3. In our design described below, the
typical value of Ra is approximately 1:5� 106 or
Nu � 5:3.
3. Temperature distributions

There are two major sources of distributed thermal

load to affect the temperature distribution of HTS
windings; AC loss and thermal radiation. The AC loss is

a dissipated heat in the HTS tapes of the windings and

the thermal radiation is imposed from the room-tem-

perature surface to the liquid-vessel wall. By taking into

account the two distributed loads and the convection of

liquid nitrogen, the steady-state temperature distribu-

tion in the HTS windings should be determined. The

heat transfer problem is formulated into a set of differ-
ential equations, and then solved with both analytic and

numerical methods for ensuring the correctness.
3.1. Formulation

A few simplifying assumptions are made for heat

transfer analysis. First, the heat conduction in the solid

bodies including the HTS windings, the copper sheets,
and the liquid-vessel walls is one-dimensional in the

vertical or axial direction. This assumption can be easily

justified in this problem, because the thermal resistance

for natural convection is dominant over the resistance

for conduction in radial direction. Second, the AC loss

and the heat transfer coefficient are uniform over the

axial length. Even though the AC loss in HTS tape may

be seriously affected by the perpendicular component of
magnetic field [14–16], a spatially averaged value is used

in this analysis. The temperature dependence of thermal

conductivity is also neglected for a small temperature

range. Third, the temperatures of inner and outer cop-

per sheets are identical at the same axial position. This

assumption on symmetry is valid, if the radial thickness

of the pancake is much smaller than the diameter.

Upon these assumptions, the temperatures of the
HTS windings (subscript H ), the copper sheets (sub-
script C), and the liquid-vessel walls made of GFRP

(subscript G) are determined by the three one-dimen-

sional energy balance equations.

kHAH
d2TH
dz2

� hHCPHCðTH � TCÞ þ
Qac
H

¼ 0 ð4Þ

kCAC
d2TC
dz2

þ hHCPHCðTH � TCÞ þ hGCPGCðTG � TCÞ ¼ 0

ð5Þ

kGAG
d2TG
dz2

� hGCPGCðTG � TCÞ þ Q0
r ¼ 0 ð6Þ
In Eq. (4), the axial thermal conductivity of HTS pan-
cakes, kH, is estimated with the thermal resistance model
for a composite conductor [17] and Qac=H is the average
AC loss per unit axial length. Throughout this analysis,

A, h and P denote the axial cross-sectional area, the heat
transfer coefficient, and the perimeter of convection at

an axial location, respectively. In Eq. (6), Q0
r is the ra-

diation per unit axial length of wall, calculated by

Q0
r �

rPGð3004 � T 4GÞ
1�eG
eG

þ 1
FGR

þ 1�eR
eR

PG
PR

� rPGð3004 � T 4GÞ
1
eG
þ 1

eR
� 1 ð7Þ

since both the radiation shape factor, FGR, and the pe-
rimeter ratio, PG=PR, are nearly unity, so far as the gap
(vacuum space) of the double-walled GFRP cryostat is

much smaller than its diameter.

As the axial position, z, is measured from the bot-
tom of the windings, the boundary conditions are given
by

dTHð0Þ
dz

¼ dTCð0Þ
dz

¼ dTGð0Þ
dz

¼ 0 ð8Þ

kH
dTHðHÞ
dz

¼ hc½THðHÞ � TCðHÞ� ð9Þ

TCðHÞ ¼ 63:2 K ð10Þ

dTGðHÞ
dz

¼ 0 ð11Þ

In Eq. (8), the radiation on the bottom plate of liquid-

vessel is neglected, and Eq. (9) accounts for the me-

chanical contact at the top of the HTS pancake with the

top copper plate which is maintained at the freezing

temperature of nitrogen as given by Eq. (10). Eq. (11)

means that the GFRP wall has a minimum temperature
approximately at z ¼ H , because the wall temperature
should decrease upwards from the bottom to around

z ¼ H , but increase again above the point due to the
heat conduction from the top plate at room tempera-

ture.
3.2. Approximate solution by integral method

The set of differential equations derived in the pre-

vious section is solved first by an integral method [18].

This analytical method is a well-known engineering

technique to lead to an approximate solution that sat-

isfies the global balance, as used in boundary layer

problems. We start with integrating the governing

equations, Eqs. (4)–(6), from z ¼ 0 to H .

kHAH
dTHðHÞ
dz

� hHCPHC

Z H

0

ðTH � TCÞdzþ Qac ¼ 0

ð12Þ



Fig. 6. Calculated wall temperature distributions from integral and
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kCAC
dTCðHÞ
dz

þ hHCPHC

Z H

0

ðTH � TCÞdzþ hGCPGC

�
Z H

0

ðTG � TCÞdz ¼ 0 ð13Þ

�hGCPGC

Z H

0

ðTG � TCÞdzþ Q0
rH ¼ 0 ð14Þ

where the homogeneous boundary conditions, Eqs. (8)

and (11), have been substituted. Eq. (14) means that all
the radiation load should be transferred to the copper

sheets by convection. Then Eqs. (13) and (14) are added

to eliminate TG.

kCAC
dTCð0Þ
dz

� hHCPHC

Z H

0

ðTH � TCÞdz ¼ Q0
rH ð15Þ

At this point, we assume a simple functional form for

THðzÞ and TCðzÞ that can satisfy the boundary condi-
tions. If parabolic functions

THðzÞ � THðHÞ
THð0Þ � THðHÞ ¼ 1�

z
H

� �2
ð16Þ

TCðzÞ � TCðHÞ
TCð0Þ � TCðHÞ ¼ 1�

z
H

� �2
ð17Þ

are taken for both temperature profiles, then

dTHðHÞ
dz

¼ � 2½THð0Þ � THðHÞ�
H

ð18Þ

dTCðHÞ
dz

¼ � 2½TCð0Þ � TCðHÞ�
H

ð19Þ

Z H

0

ðTH � TCÞdz ¼ H
2

3
½THð0Þ

�
� TCð0Þ�

þ 1
3
½THðHÞ � TCðHÞ�

�
ð20Þ

By substituting Eqs. (18)–(20) into the derivatives and

the integrals of Eqs. (9), (12) and (15), we have a set of
three linear algebraic equations for THð0Þ, TCð0Þ, and
THðHÞ, because TCðHÞ is given by Eq. (10).
The most significant factor in designing the cryogenic

cooling system is the temperature at the warm-end of the

HTS pancakes. The temperature difference between

THð0Þ and TCðHÞ can be expressed in a closed form

THð0Þ � TCðHÞ ¼
H 1þ 2

B

� 	
1þ 3

M

� 	
Qac þ Q0

rH

 �

2 kHAH 1þ 3
M

� 	
þ kCAC 1þ 3

B

� 	
 � ð21Þ

where two dimensionless parameters defined by

B ¼ hcH M ¼ hHCPHCH 2 ð22Þ

kH kCAC
are concerned with the relative significance of thermal
contact and the effectiveness of extended surface [10],

respectively.
3.3. Numerical solution

In order to confirm the accuracy of the approximate

solution by integral method, the same differential equa-

tions are solved by a numerical method. Since each dif-
ferential equation is second-order and the two boundary

conditions are imposed at two different ends, the nu-

merical solution process should be an iterative one. The

calculation starts by assuming three values of THð0Þ,
TCð0Þ, and TGð0Þ. As the axial temperature gradient at z ¼
0 is given by Eq. (8), we numerically integrate Eqs. (4)–(6)

from z ¼ 0 to H . At z ¼ H , the calculated temperatures
are checked for the three conditions, Eqs. (9)–(11). If
these conditions are not satisfied, we take new values

again for THð0Þ, TCð0Þ, and TGð0Þ, and the same proce-
dure is repeated until the agreement is attained. Fourth-

order Runge–Kutta method is employed for numerical

integration, and the shooting method by linear interpo-

lation is used for improving the initial assumption.
4. Results and discussion

The temperature distributions calculated with the

analytical and the numerical methods are compared in

Fig. 6. The parameters in this specific calculation were

taken from Tables 1 and 2. The analytical solution for

liquid-vessel wall temperature is not plotted, as it is not

uniquely determined by the integral method. The tem-
perature of the HTS windings shows a noticeable

amount of discrepancy in the middle of axial location,

but an excellent agreement at the ends. The reason for

these results is clearly that the analytical solution does

not satisfy the local balance of energy, but does satisfy
numerical methods.



Table 2

Summary of cryogenic cooling design for 1 MVA transformer

Cryostat Materials/insulation GFRP/Vacuum and

MLI

Room temperature bore 300 mm

Outer diameter/height 660 mm/950 mm

Copper sheets Materials Oxygen-free pure

copper

Thickness 10 mm

Width/height 40 mm/450 mm

Number of sheets 30 (Inside)/36 (Out-

side)

Operating

temperatures

Cryocooler coldhead 60 K

Top/bottom of windings 63.2 K/66 K

Cooling load Conduction 17 W

Radiation 39 W

Current leads 18 W

AC loss 83 W (55–138 W)

Total 157 W (129–212 W)
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the global balance. Since our major concern in cryogenic

design is the warm end temperature of HTS windings,

Eq. (21) can be evaluated as an accurate expression for

the temperature with an accuracy of 99% or better in

relevant conditions. It is also noted in Fig. 6 that the

warm end temperature of copper sheets, TCð0Þ, is higher
than the cold end temperature of HTS wings, THðHÞ,
which constitutes the condition for the multi-cellular
flow in the cavity, as illustrated in Fig. 5(b).

Two main variables of the proposed design are the

height of the HTS windings, H , and the thickness of
copper sheets, dC, as the parameter, M , in Eq. (21) is
given by

M � hHCH 2

kCdC
ð23Þ

The calculated warm-end temperature of HTS windings

is plotted in Fig. 7, as a function of H and dC, when the
other variables are the same as in Fig. 6. It is immedi-

ately obvious that as the thickness increases, the warm
Fig. 7. Warm-end temperature of HTS windings as a function of

winding height for various values of Cu sheet thickness.
end temperature decreases at any height of the windings.
On the other hand, the effect of height on the tempera-

ture is more complicated. For a given thickness of

copper sheets, there exists an optimum for the height to

minimize the warm end temperature, as indicated by

dots in Fig. 6. This behavior can be clearly explained

with a simplified form of Eq. (21),

THð0Þ � TCðHÞ � 1

2kCAC
H

��
þ 3kCdC

hHCH

�
Qac þ H 2Q0

r



ð24Þ

which is valid in this situation, since B � 500� 1 and
kHAH=kCAC � 0:01 1. Among the three terms in the
bracket of Eq. (24), the first and the third terms increase

as H increases, because the AC loss becomes more

widely distributed and more surface is exposed to the

radiation. The second term, however, decreases, as H
increases, which accounts for the effect of more surface
area on the copper sheets. The optimal conditions are

dependent upon the relative amount of the AC loss with

respect to the thermal radiation. If the AC loss is

dominant, the conditions are considerably reduced to

M ¼ 3 or hHCH 2 ¼ 3kCdC.
So far as these optimal conditions are satisfied and the

design criterion is that the HTS temperature should not

exceed 66 K (2.8 K above the freezing temperature of
nitrogen), the proposed cooling by the natural convec-

tion may be feasible with the copper sheets whose

thickness is approximately 9 mm or more, as shown in

Fig. 7. The copper plates with this thickness should be

acceptable for fabrication and joints. With a small safety

factor, we take H ¼ 450 mm and dC ¼ 10 mm for our
immediate goal of 1 MVA transformer described in Ta-

ble 1. It is also noted in Fig. 7 that the temperature cri-
terion will be met for 300 mm6H 6 600 mm at dC ¼ 10
mm. If the height of HTS windings should be taller, the

thickness of copper sheets may have to be greater, de-

pending upon the design criterion of temperature. In or-

der to avoid the eddy current, the copper sheets are split

into many segments along the peripheral direction. The

results of our cryogenic design are summarized in Table 2.

The most uncertain quantity in this analysis and de-
sign is the amount of AC loss in the HTS windings. The

above calculations are based on 0.75 W/(kAm), in ref-

erence to the previous reports [1,2,14–16]. Since the

dissipation is seriously affected by the direction of

magnetic field, the actual AC loss may vary to a large

extent with the winding design. There is also a good

chance of additional dissipation at joints between the

pancakes. Fig. 8 shows the effect of the AC loss on the
warm end temperature for a fixed value at dC ¼ 10 mm.
As the AC loss increases, the warm end temperature

increases, but the optimal condition for the height of

HTS windings does not vary significantly, because the

AC loss is dominance in magnitude over the radiation.



Fig. 8. Warm-end temperature of HTS windings as a function of

winding height for various amount of AC loss.
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Even though the AC loss may be different from the

predicted value, the suggested cryogenic design for the
physical dimensions does not need to be changed, which

may be another nice feature of this cooling system. It is

obvious, on the other hand, that the required thickness

of copper sheets must be bigger if the AC loss is greater

but the same temperature criterion is still applied.
5. Conclusions

A comprehensive heat transfer analysis is presented

to evaluate our proposed design for the cryogenic

cooling system of 1 MVA HTS transformer. It is rig-

orously shown that there exists an optimal condition for

the height of the HTS windings, depending upon the

amount of AC loss and the HTS-cryocooler interface.

Under this condition, the proposed cooling system
should be able to maintain the HTS windings only 2–3

K above the freezing temperature of nitrogen. We con-

clude that the cryogenic cooling by natural convection

of subcooled liquid nitrogen is an excellent option for

the prototype of HTS transformer, in all aspects of

compactness, efficiency, and reliability. Further works

are recommended, including an experimental verifica-

tion of the proposed design and a scale-up study for
larger capacity of HTS transformers.
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